cell develops as the diploid embryo, while the fertilized central cell develops as the triploid endosperm [15, 16] .
the internet). More detailed observations were made on fixed material stained with Schiff's reagent and mounted Flowering plants are characterized by the double fertilizafor confocal microscopy [27] (n Ͼ 30 for each mutant; Figure 1c -h). Up to the triangular embryo stage, the endotion process [13, 14] . Two male gametes are released by the pollen tube into the embryo sac, which contains two sperm does not display specific cytological alterations (not shown). The major endosperm defect observed at the female gametes. The zygotic fusion product with the egg heart embryo stage is the absence of cellularization (Figure 1c,e,g ). The endosperm structure remains syncytial, and nuclei continue to divide, which leads to endosperm overproliferation at later stages of development ( Figure  1d ,f,h). Despite the lack of cellularization, distinctions between the MCE, the PEN, and the CZE remain visible. However, the CZE occupies a larger domain than in wildtype seeds. The cyst is larger, and large nodules develop (Figure 1d,f,h ). Since embryo growth is arrested, the endosperm remains present throughout seed development and, in extreme cases, the CZE occupies half of the endosperm (Figure 1f ) or occupies a more anterior region (Supplementary material). The increase in the size of the CZE in fis seeds is much larger than what could be accounted for by the increased seed size, and this finding suggests a specific enlargement of this zone relative to other parts of the endosperm. Our observations of the development of CZE structures toward the anterior pole in endosperm of fis mutant seeds thus suggest that fis mutations perturb endosperm polar A-P organization (Figure 1i) .
In order to further analyze the A-P organization in Arabidopsis endosperm, we screened a collection of enhancer trap lines for molecular markers. This collection has been created by the random insertion of a T-DNA construct where expression of the fluorescent reporter mGFP5 [22] reflects activities of tagged genes ( [21] ; www.plantsci. cam.ac.uk/Haseloff/home.html). We isolated the marker line KS117, which is characterized by the specific expression of mGFP5 at the posterior pole of the endosperm. In seeds of this line, mGFP5 is confined to the endosperm (Figure 2a The MCE and CZE contain cytoplasm with a high density of endoplasmic reticulum where mGFP5 accumulates [28] . This most likely accounts for the more intense fluorescence in the MCE and in the CZE. Other marker lines that express mGFP5 in the endosperm display a similar effect, with higher GFP fluorescence in the MCE and the CZE [23] . In those general endosperm marker lines, no noticeable changes of mGFP5 distribution occur after stage VIII [23] . to ␤-Glucuronidase [24] . Unlike mGFP5 in the KS117 line, activity of FIS1::GUS and FIS2::GUS is detected in The expression, initially present in developing nodules, gradually becomes confined to the posterior cyst, where it the central cell prior to fertilization. The T-DNA insertion in KS117 is located on chromosome 5 (not shown) and remains elevated at least up to the embryo bent-cotyledon stage (Figure 2d ). The pattern of mGFP5 expression in thus does not directly report the activity of the FIS1 and FIS2 genes located respectively on chromosomes 1 and 2. the enhancer trap line KS117 thus follows the development of the A-P polar axis and precedes cellularization.
However, similarities between the expression patterns of FIS1::GUS, FIS2::GUS, and mGFP5 in KS117 are strikIn conclusion, KS117 does not appear to be a tissuespecific marker of the CZE since the nodules are not ing and suggest a common role of the FIS genes and the tagged gene in KS117 in setting up the A-P axis in This report provides evidence for a major role played by the FIS genes in setting up the A-P polar axis during endosperm. endosperm development. In the absence of FIS function, ectopic development of posterior structures occurs, and We observed the pattern of mGFP5 expression in a fis1/ the restriction of the expression of the marker KS117 to medea, fis2, or fis3/fie mutant background. Heterozygous the posterior pole is prevented. Two hybrid studies have fis/FIS plants, hemizygous for the KS117 T-DNA insershown that the FIS proteins are likely to interact with tion, were analyzed. Between the globular and heart emeach other to form active complexes [24] . This could bryo stages, seeds with detectable fluorescence could be explain why all three fis mutants display identical phenosegregated into two groups. In one group, mGFP5 exprestypes in endosperm development. Heteromeric protein sion was restricted to the CZE as in wild-type seeds.
complexes are characteristic of Pc-G proteins that act in Seeds of the other group were characterized by a high synergy as repressors of homeotic genes that determine and uniform expression of the marker in all parts of the specific developmental steps. In Drosophila and in the endosperm (Figure 2e,g,i) . However, no clear cytological mouse, Pc-G complexes play a crucial role in the determidisruption between the two classes of seeds was visible at nation of A-P identity of segments of the embryo [3, 4]. this stage. After the heart embryo stage, when cytological
In Arabidopsis, mutations in Pc-G genes impede the acquialterations of endosperm development distinguished the sition of polarity, which is different from what was obfis mutant seeds, mGFP5 expression in these seeds reserved in animals. Pc-G genes in the mouse and in Dromained high in all parts of the endosperm (Figure 2f,h,j) .
sophila have been characterized by their pleiotropic mode The fis CZE endosperm cyst and nodules exhibited a of action [1, 2] . This is also observed in Arabidopsis, for very strong fluorescence relative to that of the wild type which FIS genes control endosperm polarization and (Supplementary material; n Ͼ 200). As the KS117 marker endosperm nuclei proliferation and repress expression of was detected in all domains of the endosperm at the genes necessary for the initiation of endosperm developlate heart stage, we propose that fis mutations prevent ment [7] [8] [9] [10] . Moreover, FIS3 is expressed in vegetative transition from uniform to localized posterior expression tissues [8] [9] [10] and is thus likely to play a role in vegetative of mGFP5 in KS117.
development.
The fraction of seeds from self-pollinated, heterozygous the paternal genome during early seed development has recently been suggested [25] . Thus, if one assumes mater-
